Social Enterprise Catalyst
An UNPAID Honors internship for P3 Utah

The Challenge

Utah leads the nation in starting new businesses, philanthropic giving and community volunteering. However this productivity and well intentioned behavior has NOT resulted in great advances in commercial social enterprise. With advances along several nonprofit and university fronts, Utah is now poised to be a leader in helping people with significant barriers to employment overcome those barriers to lead fulfilling high contributing lives. We need a strategy to help Utah to embrace this leadership.

The Solution

Our Social Enterprise Catalyst will support a five part strategy to establish Utah leadership:

1) Support formation of a Utah Chapter of the national Social Enterprise Alliance to guide the strategy
2) Conduct a Utah social enterprise ecosystem assessment
3) Support planning for a first ever Utah Social Enterprise Summit to take place by April 1, 2018
4) Develop a Social Enterprise Ecosystem Development Plan arising from the Summit
5) Conduct social media outreach to engage stakeholders throughout the strategy

What’s In It for You?

- Ground floor involvement in a breakthrough social movement
- Unparalleled access to a wide range of community leaders in an emerging field
- Skill building in research, communication, event planning and social campaigns
- Mentoring by one of Utah’s leaders in sustainable business and nonprofit capacity building

Interested in Actually Changing the World in Just Five Months?

Please apply ASAP through the Honors College Internship Coordinator:

Dominique Blanc
University of Utah Honors College
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences
Dominique.blanc@csbs.utah.edu
330.571.3728